PIN POSTPARTUM 3 MONTH VISIT
1

Main Data Record
NOTE: SAS label appears in caps, while the actual question from the questionnaire appears in lower case.
These data are found in SAS data set v1main.xXX, where XX = most updated SAS export file extension
number.
Var Name
Len
Label
SECTION E: TOBACCO AND DRUG USE

Comments

NOTE: Questions E2-E6 form a multiple observation table that has been saved in a separate master
dataset called v1smoke.xXX, where XX = most updated SAS export file extension number.
V1E1
1
SMOKED AT ALL SINCE (PREFILL) 0 = no Æ V1E7
TIME
1 = yes

V1E7

1

QUESTION:
E1. Have you smoked at all since that
time?
USED NICOTINE PATCHES OR
GUM?
QUESTION:
E7. Since your (last interview/baby was
born), have you used nicotine patches or
gum?

V1E8

1

LIVED W/ SOMEONE WHO
SMOKED IN HOUSE?
QUESTION:
E8. Since your (last interview/baby was
born), have you lived with anyone who
has smoked regularly in the house?

V1E9

V1E10

V1E11

1

1

1

USED DRUGS SINCE BABY BORN
QUESTION:
E9. Since your baby was born, have
you used any of the following drugs:
marijuana, cocaine, crack, heroin, PCP,
angel dust, LSD, uppers, downers,
ecstasy, or other drugs like these?
USED MARIJUANA SINCE BABY
BORN

0 = no
1 = yes
NOTE: there were two variables used in
Blaise (V1E7A V1E7B) to capture this
question because the wording was
dependent upon whether she had a Phone
Interview 2. These variables were
combined in SAS to form V1E7.
0 = no
1 = yes
NOTE: there were two variables used in
Blaise (V1E8A V1E8B) to capture this
question because the wording was
dependent upon whether she had a Phone
Interview 2. These variables were
combined in SAS to form V1E8.
0 = no Æ V1SELF_F
1 = yes

This variable dropped 16 September 2003
0 = no
1 = yes

QUESTION:
E10. Have you used marijuana since
your baby was born?
USED CRACK/COCAINE SINCE
BABY BORN

NOTE: this variable skipped if V1E9 = 0

QUESTION:
E11. Have you used crack or cocaine
since your baby was born?

NOTE: this variable skipped if V1E9 = 0

0 = no
1 = yes

This variable dropped 16 September 2003

